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AEC Regal T357 (GN8242) 

T357 is unique in London Bus Museum’s vehicle collection, as it is the only one which was 

privately owned before it was purchased in 1933 by Green Line.  

Originally constructed for Queen Line, with a London Lorries body on a AEC Regal chassis, 

the bus operated an express service between Baldock, Hertfordshire and London. After 

purchase in April 1933, together with five similar vehicles from its owners, Green Line 

continued to operate it on their own services until late 1935, when it was re-bodied by 

Weymann’s at Addlestone. It was subsequently re-introduced to Green Line service until 

1936, when it was demoted to become a London Transport (LT) Country Bus Services 

vehicle. During WWII it was one of few LT single-deck vehicles to be selected for conversion 

to producer gas fuel. That involved towing a trailer that burnt anthracite to produce the gas. 

The seating arrangement was also changed to a perimeter layout to permit a greater number of 

standing passengers. At this time, the bus was based at Addlestone Garage and operated 

services to Vickers Brooklands factory and the out-station Depot 45 in Redhill Road, 

Cobham, that subsequently became Cobham Bus Museum. For those duties a camouflage 

livery of matt grey was possibly adopted to reduce the prospect of enemy identification from 

the air. 

At the end of its wartime service it was requisitioned by the Allied Control Commission and 

transferred to Berlin. When no longer required, it was then donated as a community transport 

to a French village near the Belgian border. With the availability of new buses, the vehicle 

was sold to a local farmer, who converted it into a mobile caravan. Apparently he had always 

wished to see the bus properly rebuilt and after his death, his widow indicated that she was 

enthusiastic for it to return to Britain for restoration.     
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Danny Chabaud, a French bus enthusiast alerted Roger Stagg of the Cobham based group in a 

phone call to the availability of the bus following the death of its former owner. David 

Kinnear, Bill Cottrell, John Bedford and Graham Smith were LBPT Members who organised 

and participated in the evalution and consequent repatriation of the bus after viewing it in its 

farm barn location in Millam area near St. Omer in the Pas de Calais, Northern France. 

Transportation across the Channel on 14 March 2003 was accomplished with the use of a 

low-loading truck / trailer combination and ferry.   

It is intended to restore it to its wartime camouflaged appearance. 

Photographs of T357 in Green Line / LT service have proved elusive and no photos of T357 

towing a gas producer trailer or camouflaged have been found. If anyone has such pictures 

LBM would welcome the opportunity to receive copies.  

 

T357 outside Cobham Museum on 6 April 2003, still bearing its French registration (writer’s photo) 
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T448 (CXX171) 

As a result of the creation of London Transport (LT) on 1st July 1933, a large fleet of 

disparate single deck buses and coaches was inherited from other businesses.  

114 of those had been manufactured by Gilford of High Wycombe and many were used on 

Green Line coach services. While they impressed with speed and comfort, they were let down 

by maintenance and running cost issues. 

LT decided to replace those vehicles with 100 new coaches, initially looking for innovative 

designs from Leyland and AEC, which would later emerge as the TF and Q classes. It was 

realised that an interim design was needed and, in January 1936, 50 coaches were ordered 

utilising an AEC Regal chassis, powered by A173 diesel engines of 7.7 litres capacity and 

clothed at Weymann’s with 30 seat bodies, to a LT design. 

Incredibly by late May the first coach was delivered, followed swiftly by the others. On 2nd 

June the first service was operated from Watford to Reigate on Green Line Service J. LBM’s 

example T448, was the fifth from last of the class, with LT designation 9T9, which were 

allocated fleet numbers T403 to T452. 

 

T407 before delivery at Weymann’s, T448 would have been identically finished.(Weymann photo no.21811 from 

LBM collection) 
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All was not well, however, as the coaches were found to be underpowered for their 

considerable weight and suffered from poor braking, heavy steering, vibration and body 

problems, leading to driver and maintenance concerns. 

Consequently, commencing in November 1938, the class was progressively withdrawn and 

demoted to country bus status. Then at the beginning of September, in anticipation of the 

UK’s entry into WWII, all 50 buses were designated as and converted to ambulances for use 

under the direction of the Ministry of Health. Six were subsequently re-allocated to the US 

Army in Britain. LBM’s T448 was used in the Hammersmith area. 

Between August 1945 and March 1947 all but one returned to LT for refurbishment before 

use as buses in the Country and Central Areas to help mitigate the then current shortage of 

vehicles. 

 

 

Still in green livery T420, like T448, also survived in LT service until July 1952. It also managed to retain its 

front bumper, which were removed from many of the class. It is seen near North Harrow Station in the early 

1950s on the very short Harrow Weald Garage operated  221 route (R C Gregory photo – writer’s collection) 

When new replacements arrived the buses were progressively withdrawn and sold, many 

going abroad to owners as far dispersed as Yugoslavia and the Canary Islands. T448 was the 

last of the 9T9 class in service, operating finally from Kingston Garage until July 1952. 

Sold in March 1953, it was used until 1958, when the engine seized, as staff transport by 

Harperbury Hospital (now renamed Kingsley Green Hospital), Shenley, Hertfordshire. Then 

abandoned it was re-discovered in thick undergrowth and after six weeks digging, towed back 

to Cobham in 1968.  
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On the way to salvation, T448 under tow to Cobham in 1968. (LBM collection) 

Over the ensuing period T448 was returned to running order. Work on major re-building was 

commenced in the late 1990s and it is expected that next time T448 appears in public it will 

reflect its 1930s Green Line heyday.  

AEC Regent RLH 48 (MXX248) 

Faced with the need to replace a mainly aged fleet of low-bridge buses (in classes D, ST and 

STL) London Transport(LT), elected to purchase 20 “off-the-shelf” from an already favoured 

supplier – Weymann’s. Twenty standard provincial type AEC Regent III buses originally 

intended for Midland General were delivered btween May and July 1950, all in green Country 

Area livery to Amersham, Addlestone and Godstone Garages. They were allocated to new the 

RLH (Regent Low Height) class. 

Satisfied with that initial batch, LT then ordered a further 56 similar buses, which were 

delivered between October and December 1952, the first 32 in green livery and the remainder 

in Central Area red livery. Those vehicles were initially distributed as follows :- green to  

Addlestone,  Amersham,  East Grinstead, Godstone, Guildford and red to Harrow Weald and 

Merton Garages.  
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RLH31 positioned to leave Staines West Station on route 436A, while operated by Addlestone  Garage. It was 

sold in January 1971 and exported to Cincinatti, Ohio, USA, three months later. 

During the service life of the RLH class, considerable changes reduced the requirement for 

low height bus operation. Many railway bridges were modified to provide national height 

clearance standards, the prolonged bus staff strike in 1958 led to lowered demand for 

passenger journeys and One Man Operation with single deck buses obviated the need for low-

height buses where difficult bridge situations remained.     

All the vehicles were withdrawn from service by 17 April 1971. Of the first 1-20 batch, six 

were scrapped and the remainder were sold abroad, most to the USA. A dozen or so of the 

second batch were scrapped in the UK, five sold in Europe, two in New Zealand and the rest 

sold to USA and Canada. The attaction for the overseas sales was the ability of the low-height 

buses to clear highway bridges built to lower national clearances abroad. 

LBM’s RLH48, purchased from long-term owner Richard Proctor last year, had been sold out 

of service in September 1965 and was previously owned by London Bus Preservation Group, 

which sold it to Richard in May 1984. 

A number of other RLHs have been repatriated in recent years by LBM and other 

preservationists. Following the purchase of RLH48, RLH23, which has been on display in the 

Museum has been sold in an unrestored state.  
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RML 3 (SLT58) 

One of four Routemaster prototypes, RML3 was the only vehicle in the class with a 

Weymann’s built body (of the others, two were built by LT, one by Eastern Coachworks and 

all the other by Park Royal vehicles). 

While the RML designation was later adopted for the lengthened class members, in this case 

it stood for Leyland Motors Ltd. That Company was keen to provide its 0600 9.8 litre engine 

for the evolving project alongside AEC’s AV590 9.6 litre power unit. 

RML3 differed from RMs 1 & 2 by having a fully automatic gearbox, different power 

steering unit and brake supplied by Clayton Dewandre, rather than Lockheed. Having a 

wheelbase one inch longer than other standard RMs the bus was uniquely classified 3RM3. 

Accepted by LT on 1 July 1957, it was sent for trials at Leyland’s Lancashire facilities, 

returning on 6 November. 

Subsequent service use was short. Commencing with driver training from 1 January 1958, it 

was then based at Willesden Garage, operating on routes 8 and 8B. The bus suffered heavy 

damage in January 1959 and, after repair at Chiswick Works, recommenced operation on 1 

March. 

 

RM3 following the crash in 1959, showing the original style radiator grille (LBM Colin Curtis collection) 
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Along with other RM prototypes, problems were experienced with mechanical systems and 

RML3 was re-allocated to Clay Hall Garage on 1 November 1959, then moving swiftly to 

Upton Park Garage as a learner bus.  

The bus was irregularly used and its fleet number was changed to to RM3, to correspond with 

the introduction of production RMLs in 1961. It was given an overhaul and repaint in 1965 

together with a rework of its non-standard front bodywork / grille to match production RMs. 

RM3 was taken out of service on 1 April 1972 and moved into preservation. 

Under LBPG’s ministrations, at its former base in Redhill Road, Cobham, RM3 was returned 

to its original prototype frontal appearance, as can be seen today.     

Note : London Transport never purchased a new bus with a Thomas Harrington body. 

Reference:  

The London T Types – Ken Blacker – Capital Transport (2015) 

April 2016 

 


